### Weingut Hofmann

#### 2018 Riesling – HUNDERTGULDEN – trocken

- **vintage:** 2018
- **grape variety:** Riesling
- **taste:** trocken
- **producer region:** Rheinhessen
- **alcohol:** 13.0 % vol.
- **acidity:** 6.8 g/l
- **residual Sugar:** 4.7 g/l

#### Riesling „Hundertgulden“

Our "house Grobes Gewächs": A Riesling of depth, richness and complexity, juxtaposing minerality and salinity with ripe yellow and tropical fruits. The grapes come exclusively from the steep southern-facing slopes of the Appenheimer "Hundertgulden" vineyard, whose 'big money' name inspired the label illustration. Shell limestone from the Tertiary period characterizes the soil of this, our oldest vineyard (50 years of age).